[Localization of the CD4 receptor gene in the chromosomes of clone cells of the monocytoid line U-937 characterized by different sensitivities to HIV].
Karyotypes of two clones of U-937 line, with high and low sensitivity to HIV-1, were studied. The CD4-receptor gene-cellular receptor of HIV-1 was mapped. CD4-receptor gene was located according to in situ hybridization method, in locus 12 p11-p12, both in cells of high-sensitive clone U-937/16, and in cells of low-sensitive clone U-937/4. It is determined that in both the clones chromosomes 12 are presented in two copies and are not affected by rearrangements. That allows to conclude that the sensitivity of cells U-937 to HIV-1 does not depend on the dose of this gene, or on its transference in chromosomes.